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Center Court... It’s what’s for dinner
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Hungry
SIUE students,
faculty and staff filled the pastel
colored eatery during the soft
opening of the renovated Center
Court Friday in the M orris
University Center.
The warmly lit dining area
now
seats
600
with
approximately 95 percent of
renovations complete. Capacity
will reach nearly 1,100 upon
completion in late March.
Though the number of dining
staff has not increased, two new
registers, for a total of six, will
make service more efficient.
Mary Robinson, director of the
MUC, seemed thrilled about the
new Cougar Den, which will
feature Casa Ortega decorated
with SIUE m emorabilia in a
mellow rock-café atmosphere.
She said dining service is one of
the best places on campus for
students to work.
Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs
Narbeth
Emmanuel
looked on with a smile as final
preparations were made. He
commented that because of
extensive budgeting and planning
over more than three years, there
would be no additional cost to
students due to the renovation.
see DINING, page 3
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Students, faculty and s ta ff visit the new Center C ou rt in the M orris University Center. The dining area is one o f the largest p arts
o f the M UC renovations, which are expected to be com plete in March.

CV fire said to be intentional Student pleads guilty in
the same conclusion at this time.”
Schultz said having three
investigations will reduce the
chance of error in determining the
The
Edwardsville
Fire
cause of the fire.
Department issued a report
“We want to be 100 percent
concluding the fire that destroyed
sure we know the cause of this
a Cougar Village building last
fire so we don’t have any more,”
semester was set intentionally,
he said.
but university officials are hoping
One
student
and
two
other investigators yield a
Edwardsville firefighters were
different conclusion.
injured in the fire that destroyed
Edwardsville
fire
chief
building 428.
Michael Karlechik said the Oct.
Four
students
were
charged in late October with
intentbnal but te notcaVu
tampering
with
smoke
arson.
s u r e w e k n o w th e c a u se o f
detectors
in
the
apartm
ent
“Arson is a crime and we ( h i s f i r e SO W e d o n ’t h a v e
where
the
fire
started.
have no evidence to prove
Twenty-year-old
M arcell
there was a crime,” Karlechik a n y m o r e . ”
Doyle,
20-year-old
Branden
said.
-M ichael Schultz _ Peterson, 24-year-old Rontrell
Karlechik
said —
Robinson
and
21 -year-old
investigators used a process of cause for the fire.
Carlton
Johnson
were
accused of
“The
fire
investigative
team
elim ination to come to the
hired
by
the
university
does
not
covering
the
smoke
detectors
conclusion
the
fire
was
agree
with
(E
dw
ardsville’s)
with
hats
and
clothes,
delaying
intentional.
evaluation,”
Schultz
said.
"The
the
sounding
of
a
fire
alarm.
“By eliminating natural, by
eliminating
accidental,
we fire pattern does not give them
see FIRE, page 3
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determined it was incendiary,” he
said.
Karlechik said there is no
evidence to prove how the fire
was set though.
Insurance investigators and
an independent investigator hired
by the university are still
examining evidence, University
Housing
D irector
M ichael
Schultz said. He said those
investigations are leaning more
toward an accident or natural

“We Want to be 100 Percent

fraternity hazing case
B r ia n W
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A student has been placed on
probation after pleading guilty to
hazing leading to bodily harm, a
felony, in an incident that sent
another student to the hospital.
Frederick James Spencer, 20,
was sentenced to one year of
probation and 200 hours of
community service on Jan. 6. He
was one of six members o f Phi
Beta Sigma fraternity charged
with hazing.
Twenty-two-year-old
Deanthony A. Moore, 22-yearold Christopher L. Conner, 20year-old Richard Harris, 22-yearold Malike A. Perkins and 21y e a r - o l d Do u e C a r t e r , all
members of the fraternity, were
also charged with perjury along
with a fraternity pledge, 19-yearold Adedamole Oshin. Oshin was

not charged with hazing. They
a l l e g e d l y l i e d to a M a d i s o n
County grand jury in May about
the hazing.
The men allegedly beat a
pledge, 21-year-old Prentice
Motley, with paddles and forced
him to stand in the rain for
several hours. Motley later
collapsed at a wedding he was
attending and was hospitalized
for a ruptured kidney. He made a
full recovery.
Court dates have been set for
the fraternity members who have
not entered pleas. A warrant was
issued for Carter’s arrest after he
missed a court hearing in August.
The university has not held
proceedings for the students or
the fraternity. Greek Life Director
John Davenport said the Madison
County State’s Attorney’s Office
asked that the hearings be after
see HAZING, page 3
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HAIR SALON FOR
MEN AND WOMEN

SIUE STUDENT
DISCOUNT

20% O F F
C A L L TODAY 346-6640
HWY. 159 - MARYVILLE, IL

EVERYBODY’S TALKING AI30UT THE

COLLEGE
BOWL
They’re talking about how you can help our school advance to
the National Championship and compete against schools from
all over the country. Come see what all the chatter is about at
our Campus Tournament.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 31, 2 0 0 3
6 :0 0 PM
MUC, 2nd FLOOR

PATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

ROOMS: DOGWOOD, HICKORY, REDBUD

WANNA PLAY?
CONTACT:

K IM M EL LEADERSH IP CENTER
C A M P U S ACTIVITIES E30ARD
Heino Ehrhardt, @ 650-2761

CttaoviAcuviiiiiBouc

Pick Up Application in KLC

//

LeadershipModules
Held on Tuesday

SLDP Orientation
January 14, 2003
2:00 & 6:30 p.m.
January 15 & 22, 2003
4:30 p.m.
Suzanne Kutterer-Siburt
Assistant Director SLDP
Peck Hall Computer Lab 1410

Modules
1/21/03
Module 1, 2:00 p.m.
Leadership Characteristics: You are a Leader!
Sandra Moore, President
Urban Strategies
Board Room, MUC

1/21/03
Module 11, 6:30 p.m.
Role Models & Risk Takers
Mark Repking, President & CEO
Board Room, MUC

SLDP Reminders....
Volunteer Projects
January
January
January
January
January

18 - St. Vincent dePaul Thrift Store, E. St. Louis, IL
25 - Share Food Co-op, Granite City, IL
25 - Com puter Rehab. Washington Park, IL
25 - W inter Dance, (location TBA)
28-30 - Voter Registration Drive, Morris University Center

Stephen Covey’s Seven Habits o f Highly Effective People
begins January 23
For more information
contact the Kimmel Leadership Center at extension 2686
or visit the website at www.siue.edu/KIMMEL/SLDP
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Wrestlers, coach say they will
fight to keep team on campus
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SIUE wrestlers and their
coach are facing what may be
their final season since the
university revealed its plan to cut
the program, but the team doesn’t
plan to go down without a fight.
“Our wrestlers have been
bringing out petitions to show
that students do have an interest
in wrestling,” SIUE wrestling
coach Booker Benford said. “The
team is deep into this. They don’t
want to see the team die either.
I’m not going to stop until _

Hewitt said much of the
athletic departm ent’s shortfall
comes from increases in board
costs for athletes living on
campus and insurance increases.
Hewitt said fund-raising was
looked at as an option for saving
the team, but wrestling was too
low on SIUE’s priority list to
focus attention on it.
Former SIUE wrestling
coach Larry K ristoff said he
thinks budget problems are just
an excuse to end a program that
administrators have been trying
to cut for years.

isn’t fair because of the success
the wrestling team has had
throughout its existence.
“They really have to look at
the history of the program,” he
said.
Benford was quick to point
out that Titus Taylor won an
individual w restling national
championship in 2000, which
was the m ost recent national
champion for the university.
Since the university
announced in December it would
cut wrestling, Benford said he
has seen a change in his wrestlers
_ on and off the mats.

t0 concentrate
getting ready fo r a match
when you go to another
school and people are

there’s nothing left.”
“j t >
s h a r(i
Benford said supporters
,
of the wrestling program have
also
been
calling
administrators to try to
persuade them to change their

“When theywrestle inthe

practice room, you can see
there’s som ething on their
minds,” Benford said.
He added that some of the
wrestlers grades are beginning
to decline because they realize
" " " tu t
SIUE
Athletic
they may not be at SIUE next
year.
Director Brad Hewitt said it
Some of the wrestlers said
would take more than that to
, ...
~
.
-Mike Davis
save the program.
___________________________________ . they have seen a change in
themselves as well as their
“It’s going to take a
“They
need
more
money
so
teammates.
sizable cash endow m ent or a
“It’s hard to concentrate
sizable student fee increase,” they’re dropping wrestling.
You’ve got to be kidding me,” getting ready for a match when
Hewitt said.
SIUE is in the second year of Kristoff said. “They tried to drop you go to another school and
people are coming up to you
a four-year athletic fee increase the program in the ‘80s.”
that will add about $100,000 to
Kristoff said he fought to asking if it’s true,” said Mike
the departm ent’s budget each keep the program from being cut Davis, a 165-pound sophomore.
year. Hewitt said the money from twice during his tenure as coach,
Zach Stephens, a 174-pound
in 1989 and 1995. He said then- senior who is ranked 6th in the
t h o s e i n c r e a s e s is a l r e a d y
allocated and can’t be used to Athletic Director Cindy Jones cut National C ollegiate Athletic
save the wrestling team.
his scholarships offered from Association Division II, said it
Benford and his wrestlers are eight and one-half to one has not affected him as much
asking Hewitt to make cuts from scholarship in 1989 and cut his since this is his last year with the
each program
rather than budget every year since then.
team, but said he has seen a
eliminating a team to make up for
In the 10 years Kristoff difference in the team lately.
an $110,000 budget shortfall next claimed his program saw
“A lot of these guys think
monetary cuts, he only recorded they won’t be here next year and
year.
“I talked to the athletic one season with more than four I can see it affecting their
director to ask other programs to team wins. In the 20 years before grades,” Stephens said.
yield some money,” Benford his budget and scholarships were
Addressing Hewitt’s concern
said. “T hat’s across-the-board cut, he had 18 years with more of student interest, Stephens
cuts and they don’t want to do than four team wins.
pointed out that although
that.”
Hewitt said many factors wrestling doesn’t have many fans
Hewitt said the athletic played in the decision to cut at home matches, none of SIUE’s
department has focused on the wrestling. He said success over teams attract large crowds.
quality of programs for the past the past five or six years, as well
“True, we don’t get the gym
10 years, not the quantity.
as interest from the media and packed up, but look at golf and
“If you do across-the-board students, were influential factors. tennis. They don’t get a lot of
(cuts), you lessen the quality of
But Benford said looking at crowds,” Stephens said.
success over the last six years
those programs,” he said.

coming up to you asking
if i t ’s true

Campus Scanner
Catholic M ass: The Catholic Campus
Ministry will sponsor a Catholic mass at noon
Tuesday in the Religious Center Dome. For more
information, call 650-3205.
Concert: The annual SIUE Bi-State Band
Concert will be at 6, 7 and 8 p.m. Saturday in
Dunham Hall. Tickets are $5 for the public.
Student and senior citizen tickets are $3. For more
information, call the SIUE Department of Music
650-3900.
Art: The Annual Graduate Exhibition
continues through January 31 in the New Wagner
Gallery. Works will be exhibited by SIUE
graduate students in the Department of Art and
Design.
Dialogue: Interfaith Dialogue is having a

discussion at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the SIUE
Religious Center. The topic is “Extremism and
Violence: Are They Religious Values?”
Tobacco counseling: The American Lung
Association of Illinois is providing the Illinois
Tobacco Quitline. The toll-free line is staffed by
registered nurses, respiratory therapists and
addiction counselors. Counseling is free to all
Illinois residents. Those interested should call
(866) QUIT-YES. Hotline hours are 7 a.m. to 6
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Alcoholics Anonymous: The Gut Level
Group meets at 7 p.m. Saturdays in the Religious
Center. This is an open meeting of Alcoholics
Anonymous and Al-Anon.

♦ T uesday, January 14, 2 0 0 3

Web Radio gets ready
for February kickoff
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Web Radio, a new studentrun organization, will soon be up
and running.
Web Radio’s adviser Robert
Trumpbour said things are going
smoothly and hopes to see a
grand opening some tim e in
February.
“As a whole things are
looking pretty well on target,”
Trumpbour said. “I think it’s
gonna work out well.”
Lisa Herman, a graduate
assistant who is working with
Web Radio, said the organization
is going through a test run before
it is fully operational.
“Our goal is to get the
automation figured out and
technically test sound online. We
want to get the glitches out of the

system before we take off,” she
said.
Students select their own
music and stories, and have
specific air times depending on
their schedule.
“I think for audio production
students it is a great opportunity
and could help in future careers.
It will
give
them
good
experience,” Trumpbour said.
Students interested in Web
Radio can volunteer but must
pass a board test, agree to abide
by the Federal Communications
Commission policy along with
other policies and read and
understand the Web Radio
application.
Students can contact Herman
at lherman@ siue.edu or call
Mary Allison at the Alestle office
at 650-3528 to pick up an
application.

HAZING

from page 1

criminal proceedings have ended.
Davenport said Monday that
Phi Beta Sigma is on interim
suspension until there is a
hearing. He expects the fraternity
to be punished, but could not say
how severely.
“I think at a minimum the
group should be off campus for a
few years,” he said.
The individual students will

also
face
disciplinary
proceedings later.
Davenport said he has
stepped up efforts to inform
fraternities and sororities about
the dangers of hazing since the
incident last year. He said the
university has always addressed
the issue, but has done more since
Motley’s case.
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from page 1

Old machinery has been
integrated among new in order to
cut costs and increase efficiency.
Emmanuel emphasized that
the renovation’s “overall purpose
is to create a greater sense of
community.” This is facilitated
by Center C ourt’s “open airy
sense, and cheerful atmosphere,”
he
said.
In
closing,
he
commended the dining staff for
their astounding efforts in
preparation.
Caught with their mouths
almost full, Provost Sharon Hahs
and Assistant Provost Rudy
Wilson offered subtle praise by
way of their quickly emptying
plates.
Chancellor David Werner
was also present and admired the
new renovations and food

selections.
After finishing his meal,
Assistant Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences Carl Springer
said he was especially “glad to
see panini on the menu.”
Expect a full menu of hot
and cold foods alike. Prepared on
the spot, featured foods from the
Grille include burgers, chicken
sandwiches, fries and a large
assortment of condiments.
The Deli/Panini counter of
Center Court offers chips,
pretzels, deli sandwiches and a
variety of sandwich breads.
The Noodles/Pasta counter
includes fettuccini and bowtie
noodles with marinara, alfredo
and Bolognese sauces, pork rolls,
stir-fry chicken, beef and a
variety o f rice.

The Entrées counter will
feature home-style dishes such as
broccoli and cheese, mashed
potatoes with gravy, spaghetti
and ravioli with meat sauce, fried
popcorn shrimp and cod, and
fresh-cut meats. Occasionally
there will also be international
foods available.
At the drink center there is a
wide array of beverages, from
steaming coffee to freezing cola,
and the Baker’s Nook provides a
broad selection of breads.
Fresh fruits are available at
the Market Basket and the salad
bar.
For students not looking for
a hot meal, the salad bar offers
the option o f building a
customized salad.

appearances but have not plead.
New court dates have not
been set.
SIUE Police Chief Richard
Harrison said there are no plans
to seek arson charges against
anyone
because
of
the
Edwardsville report.
The fire prompted the
university to install new fire

alarms and circuit breakers in
Cougar Village and to test wiring
in the buildings.
Karlechik
said
the
Edwardsville Fire Department is
finished with its investigation.
Schultz
expects
other
investigators to submit final
reports by the end of the month.

FIRE

from page 1
Johnson was also charged
with
possession
of
drug
paraphernalia.
Doyle pleaded guilty to
tampering with a smoke detector
in November and was given a
$1,000 fine and one year of court
supervision.
The other accused students
have
been
to
court
for

w w w .f h e a le s f le .c o m
Get Started for Spring Break 2003!

The Ultimate Tanning Experience
Serving SIUE For Over 12 Years
The U ltim ate Tanmnj Experience

4 D ash -ln D azzle - O u t *
Featuring... m i
Sun Ergoline World Class Tanning Systems
6455 Center Grove Rd., Suite 101
Edwardsville, IL 62025

Call 656-UTAN (8826)
' ONE MONTH UNLIMITED
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M ust Present Coupon

ERGOLINE 600

ERGOLINE 300

ONLY $25

3 for $20.00 B

5 for $15.00 e

Receive Free

expires 2-13-03

expires

Sundazzler Tanning Accelerator
($25 Value)

SINGLE TAN

SUPER TAN

$3.50

5 for $20.00

Limited Time Offer
Must Present Coupon
Expires 2/13/03

M u st Present Coupon

I
I
I
I
I
2-13-03
I
M ust Present Coupon
j
$15

S<*>c *

expires 2-13-03

M ust Present Coupon

expires

Check Your SIUE Student Directory For More Savings
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EDITOR

poucy;

The editors, staff and publishers
of the Alestle believe in the free
exchange of ideas, concerns and
opinions and will publish as many
letters to the editor as possible.
Letters may be turned in at the
Alestle office located in the Morris
University Center, Room 2022 or via
e-mail
at
alestle _editor@ Hotmail, com. A11
hard copy letters should be typed and
double-spaced. All letters should be
no longer than 500 words. Please
include your phone number,
signature (or name, if using e-mail)
and student identification number.
We reserve the right to edit
letters for grammar and content.
However, great care will be taken to
ensure that the message o f the letter
is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be
printed anonymously except under
extreme circumstances.
The Alestle is a member of the
Illinois College Press Association,
the Associated Collegiate Press and
U-WIRE.
The name Alestle is an
acronym derived from the names of
the three campus locations o f SIUE:
Alton, East St. Louis and
Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on
Tuesdays and Thursdays during fall
and spring semesters, and on
Wednesdays
during
summer
semesters. For more information,
call (618)650-3528.
L et us know!
Send us a n e-m ail:
alestle cditord’ hutm ail. coin
The Alestle
Campus Box 1167
Edwardsville, III. 62026-1167
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Welcome to the improved SIUE-1 think King Day is not for the faint hearted
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Karen M . Jo h n so n
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I w ant to
take
this
opportunity to welcome everyone
back to SIUE.
Take a look around and you
will see many significant changes
on campus.
The M orris
University Center has taken on a
new look from top to bottom and
it continues to evolve. After a
sem ester of being shuffled
around, most organizations and
offices, including the Alestle,
have moved to their new and
improved permanent digs.
While in some ways we look
extremely prosperous spending
millions
on
much-needed
facelifts to offices and buildings,
in other ways the economic
crunch has hit us so hard it has
adversely
affected
daily
maintenance.
A little more than a week
ago, as is typical for Midwest
winter months, v/e got about
eight inches of snow. W hat was
worse, it came in the middle of
the night, and many people were
caught off guard.
Luckily, classes were not in
session here at SIUE, but the
campus was supposed to be open,
which meant faculty, staff and
student employees still had to
work.
The policy is for the vice
chancellor’s office to decide
whether the cam pus will be
closed for the day. Once the

t

decision is made, a telephone call
to WSIE-FM, the radio station on
campus, is in order. Oh, yes, for
those of you who do not know,
SIUE has a radio station.
Upon contacting the station,
the information is broadcast over
the airwaves. It is also placed on
the SIUE Web site and I can only
assume that each college, school
and department has its own
pyramid recall roster to notify
everyone of the decision to close
the campus. That sounds easy
enough, right? Well, not when
the system does not work.
Such was the case Jan 2. The
weather was so bad, the vice
chancellor decided to close every
office of SIUE at each of its sites.
The radio station, however,
operates 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, 365 days a year.
The personnel at W SIE are
among the first, and during
inclement weather, among the
only people on campus.
As part of the WSIE staff
assigned that morning, it was my
job to come in and let everyone
else know they could stay home.
However, I had more problems
getting into the parking lot and
then from the parking lot to the
station than I did during my
entire
commute
to
work.
Apparently, the folks who work
in Dunham Hall where the station
is located are on the bottom of the
snow removal totem pole. When
I completed my shift, the parking
lot still had not been plowed, but
the lots at the Vadalabene Center
and in front of Rendleman had
paths plowed through them.
While at work, I spent more
time answering phone calls from
employees inquiring about the
status of the campus than I did
spinning CDs. I wondered why
see WELCOME, page 5

I always view the celebration
of Martin Luther King Day with
some reservation. On the one
hand, I’m very glad to see that
one of the few truly heroic
figures of the 20th century is so
routinely commemorated that the
few cave dwellers who opposed a
King Holiday, such as Trent Lott,
are the target of censure.
I really don't mind that
bridges, streets and public parks
are named for King. I don't mind
that cities like St. Louis, Madison
and many others have large King
Day celebrations.
On the other hand, I hate the
view of King we get from
mainstream media. The fact that
King's legacy has been so
stretched out of shape that people
who have done nothing to
advance any of his ideals lay
claim to his legacy also bothers
me. I'm thinking of our current
U.S. President in this last regard.
For the past two years, bile has
risen out of my throat when I’ve
heard Bush commemorate King.
Just to hear one of the worst
public speakers ever pay tribute
to one of the best public speakers
ever is bad enough, but to hear a
man of such modest intellectual
achievements praising a man of
great intellectual achievements is
almost too much to bear. This
man became President of the
mightiest power on earth and the

other was shot? It boggles the
mind!
Conservatives have even
hijacked King to make him an
opponent of affirmative action.
The media, afraid of being
judged too liberal, has abetted
this rape of the historical record.
King’s record on this issue is
clear. In his book, "Where Do
We Go From Here?,"
King
proposed policies very similar to
today’s affirmative action. As a
Christian, King understood that
forgiveness without an act of
redemption was useless. It wasn't
out of m eanness, but King
believed that white America had
to pay something for its sins.
Today’s conservatives, many who
claim to understand this central
component of Christianity, argue
that no act o f redemption is
necessary for past sins. We’re still
paying for this oversight and, I
believe, always will.
But back to my main point:
the version of King's message we
get these days. If you watch the
local newscasts o f King Day
events, the sum of King's
message seems to be this:
'Goshers! Wouldn't it be swell if
we all just learned to get along?'
We are asked to
believe that a
person who spoke such washedout sentiments was not only
assassinated, but also hounded by
his own government.
The real truth about King is
that the man was dangerous and
had to be put down. King
demanded fundamental changes
to the way that America
conducted its business. King was
treated well by the elite media of
his day as long as his targets were
Neanderthal, southern crackers
who turned dogs and water
cannons onto people demanding
an end to segregation and racism
see KING, page 5
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A nyone who can identify the object in the picture should e-mail
the
editor
by
noon
Friday,
Jan.
17,
at
alestle_editor@ hotm ail.com .
We will draw a name from those who have correctly identified the
object and its location. The winner will receive a $5 m ovie pass. We will
post the name o f the winner in the Jan. 21 issue o f the Alestle.
The winner must present a valid SIUE identification card in order to
claim his or her prize.
Thanks to everyone for playing.
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WELCOME----from page 4

everyone was calling me and I
found out they had not received a
call from their supervisors or
department chairs.
To add to the confusion,
many people could not connect to
the Internet to check the Web site
because the cable networks were
down.
When I got off from work,
there were people still showing
up for work, only to be turned
away because the campus was
closed and yet they had not been
notified through their respective
pyramid rosters, the Internet, or
they did not know to tune in to
WSIE or perhaps where to find it.
For every one of you who
was literally left out in the cold
wondering just want to do, I’ll
offer a few suggestions.
One, since the radio station
is among the first notified of the
vice chancellor’s decision to
close the campus, everyone
should tune his or her radio to

I t's P
88.7 WSIE-FM and listen for the
report.
Two, if you have Internet
connection available, go online to
www.siue.edu/, there you will
find the vice chancellor’s
information on the school Web
site. One can also find more
detailed information on the
weather in the surrounding areas
on the campus Web site at
www.siue.edu/CW IS/weather.ht
ml. This part of the site contains
charts and radar photos from
Intellicast and Yahoo! Weather
sites that show detailed weather
patterns to give a better
understanding of what to expect
for the rest of the day.
Three, make sure your
vehicle is equipped with a
flashlight, shovel, blanket or
extra clothing and a full tank of
gasoline just in case you have to
make the trip.
Finally, be careful. Allow for
more travel time and distance

between your car and the one
ahead of you.
I discovered one helpful hint
as calls came in faster than I
could answer them that morning
and some rolled over to voice
mail. If you wait until after 5:30
a.m., and then call your Meridian
voice mailbox, you will find a
message to that effect.
Since this is Illinois, the
possibility is strong that we may
encounter weather conditions
that warrant closing the campus
again. Then again, since this is
Illinois, one would think we’d-be
prepared for six to eight inches of
snow at any given time during the
winter months.
At any rate, be safe and in
the know whether you have to hit
the bricks or turn over and take
another nap.

If YOU are pregnant...
YOU have certified
medical professionals

Acapulco
Cancún
Jam aica
Baham as
Florida

HEY COUGARS!
TRAVEL
SE R V IC E S

1.800.648.4849

H ope Clinic for W omen...

w w w .sfcstravel .co m
D J ^ D U G O U T

CARDS, COMICS, OAfiffiS & ISMS

F o rtunately for w om en w ho ch o o se
to e n d th eir p re g n a n t y, H o p e O in k
o ile rs th e su p p o rt ol train ed
co u n selo rs an d m edical
professionals.
It your choice is to have a n ab o rtio n ,
com e u> 1lo p e G in ic fo r d ie
highest level o f m edical care.

Karen M. Johnson
Editor in Chief

H o p e Clinic is h e re fo r y o u ...
call u s today.

KING
from page 4
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in the south.
However, once King turned
his attention to the supposedly
more civilized North and started
speaking out against the Vietnam
War
and
contem porary
capitalism, papers of record, like
the New York Times, let King
have it.
King was the target of
federal investigation, because he
posed a danger. That someone
would eventually kill him was a
certainty.
He was dangerous, and he
gladly paid the price.
There is no doubt in my
mind how King would view an
administration that considers one
of its greatest accomplishments

the pouring o f thousands of
pounds of bombs on one of the
poorest nations on earth.
There is no doubt in my
mind that King would rain down
biblical condemnation on an
administration that has done
everything in its power to help
the rich steal from the poor.
There is no doubt in my
mind that the current secret
police headed by John Ashcroft
and John Poindexter would spend
its resources extensively keeping
track of all of King's whereabouts
and pronouncements.
Finally, there is no doubt in
my mind that the elite media
would damn King today with
faint praise, saying that while

King's aims may be good, he
really should time his moral
denunciations better and should
really bear in mind the country's
need for unity and patriotism.
A public reading from his
book, “Why We Can't Wait?,”
would be my idea o f an
appropriate celebration of King.
If we meditated on what the
man actually said, we would
remember how dangerous he
was, why we needed him so
badly and why he paid the price
he did.
Jon Pike
Graduate Student
Mass Communications

Clinic'
w
for ua.
Women
1 6 0 2 21st Sire*!.

minali

Ciramte i ’lty, Illinois
(6 1 8 ) 4 5 1 -5 7 2 2

www.hopcclinir.tom

(618) 345-6453

HIGHWAY 1Wt MAIN ST. COUMSVILU. II

#4 Club Centre
Edwardsville, IL
(Next to Neruda)

Phone: 618-692-4531

.............. Coupon Offer:................
Bring this coupon in and receive

One Week of Unlimited Tanning
for only

$10.00
Redeem by 2/1/03
O r Purchase Multiple Weeks For Even Greater Savings

the

The School of Pharmacy Pean Search Advisory Committee

INVITES

BLICK

you to attend an

art materials

Open Meeting
on Thursday, January 16, 2 0 0 3
from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
in Founders Hall, room 2407
for
candidate

stores.dickbiick.com
FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS
Crossroads Center
10850 Lincoln Trail
618-394-0222
Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5

-------------------------

C f ln io n

Dr. Richard Stull.

^

Dr. Stull is currently the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and

elect

pads 2 5 %

sel e c t canvas

liäutE* a c r y l i c

Professor of Pharmacology and Endowed Chair of Informatics a t
Shenandoah University, Winchester, VA.
Curriculum vitae and evaluation fo rm s will be available a t th e meeting.

through

January
31st
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if you find the exact item at a local store for
a lower advertised price - bring the ad in.
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\(‘u movies prove worthwhile
ÄGangs of New York 9
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‘Antwone Fisher 9
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if e s t y l e

E d it o r

When people hear the name Martin
Scorsese, movies such as "Taxi Driver,"
"Goodfellas" and "Casino" come to mind.
These three films are among some of the
best films ever made. Scorsese has topped
all of them by creating what may be the
greatest film ever made, "Gangs of New
York."
It took Scorsese 30 years of planning
and two years of production to create the
epic m asterpiece starring Leonardo
DiCaprio,
D aniel
Day-Lewis
and
Cameron Diaz.
The battle
in a New York
neighborhood in 1862 mixes with the
battle for the nation’s identity.
The
opening sequence of the film shows a
battle between Irish im m igrants and
native-born
Am ericans.
Amsterdam
Vallon, played by DiCaprio, sees his father
slain by Bill the Butcher, played by DayLewis.
Day-Lewis gives the performance of a
lifetime. He is the ruthless, cold-hearted
ruler of Five Points in lower Manhattan.
Amsterdam is sent to an orphanage until
he returns 16 years later to avenge his
father's death. Amsterdam becomes Bill's
right-hand man while plotting his revenge.
In one of the most memorable scenes of
the film, Bill confides to Amsterdam that
his father was the most honorable man he
ever knew and the only person he ever
killed worth remembering. Bill remembers
the killing of Amsterdam's father with a
yearly festival in the Five Points.
Cameron
Diaz
plays
Jenny
Everdeane, a beautiful thief who falls in
love with Amsterdam. The plot thickens as
Amsterdam learns Jenny used to be Bill's
lover.
Diaz does a good job in not
overplaying her character, which is a rare
compliment for her.
DiCaprio, who has been absent from
film since the 1999 film "The Beach,"
steps
away
from
his pretty-boy
performance in "Titanic" and delivers a
dark, vengeful, brilliant and memorable
performance. D iCaprio shows that he
hasn't lost his knack for good roles.
Scorsese should finally win his first
directing Oscar for "Gangs of New York."
His ambition in depicting America's most
famous city as a battleground for assorted
groups during the Civil War shows that
conflict hasn't ended between competing
groups to this day.
Like many o f Scorsese's brilliant
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DiCaprio (to p ) and Day-Lewis star in the brutal and bloody movie.

PICTURES FROM WWW.MOVIES.GO.COM

D enzel Washington makes his directorial debut in ‘Antw one Fisher. ’ Derek
Luke plays Fisher in the new m ovie, n o w in theaters.

films, the graphic violence underlies the
theme of the film. "Gangs of New York" is
his most candidly real film to date and
possibly one of the most violent films in
cinematic history, but that is what makes
the film so great.
"Gangs of New York" cannot just be
measured by one performance or scene.
There are too many brilliant performances
and scenes in this epic to judge it on one
alone. In a year where good movies were
hard to come by, Hollywood truly did save
the best for last.
"Who will cry for this little boy," is a
line from the movie "Antwone Fisher." The
answer is practically the whole audience.
"Antwone Fisher" is the directorial
debut of Academy Award-winning actor
Denzel Washington. The film is loosely
based on the life o f its screenwriter,
Antwone Fisher. Fisher's inspirational life
story is told in a graceful and memorable
way that will keep audience members on
the edge of their seats for two hours.
In the film, Fisher is forced to visit
naval psychiatrist Dr. Jerome Davenport,
played by W ashington. During their
sessions, Fisher reveals that he was bom in
prison and never knew his parents. He was
also physically and sexually abused as a
child. After being kicked out of his foster
home, his last chance at life was to join the
Navy.
Derek Luke stars as Antwone Fisher.
The young actor will likely have a bright
future after turning in one of the most
outstanding performances in a film this
year.
Washington shows that he is able to
work well with actors in the film. The film
falters in only a few areas, one being that it
is easily predictable at times and the
ending seemed a bit rushed. The subplot
between Davenport and his wife does not
go as in-depth as the audience would
probably have liked. The film seems
reminiscent of "Good Will Hunting" at
times.
Washington did a fine job with the
opening
sequence,
brilliantly
foreshadowing the ending of the film. He
was also right by not showing the sexual
abuse that happened to Fisher. The
audience can only hear the occurrence,
rather than see it.
Overall, the film is definitely worth
checking out. Washington proves he is not
ju st an accom plished actor, but also
successful as a director. The main reason to
see this movie is Luke. His effectiveness
as Fisher that he will leaves the audience
craving for his next film.
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20DB ENTERTAINMENT IN REVIEW
Looh hack at the music , television
and movies from the past year
N ancy M

c D onald

L if e s t y l e S t r i n g e r

The year 2002 was definitely one
to remember in the entertainm ent
world.
Music explored new areas and
revisited some old ones.
Marshall Mathers, better known as
Eminem, had a remarkable year. He
started out by releasing his third album,
“The Eminem Show,” which later
became the best-selling album of 2002.
Then Eminem turned heads by
making his film debut in “8 Mile,” the
semi-autobiographical film that has
grossed close to $115 million and
labeled the controversial rapper a
“movie star.”
The soundtrack for “8 Mile” is also
doing considerably well. “Lose
Yourself,” written and performed on
the soundtrack by Eminem, is a Golden
Globe nominee for Best Original Song.
Eminem has also recently been
nominated for five Grammy Awards.
Another of last y e a r’s biggest
musical sensations was newcomer
Avril Lavigne.
Her song, “Complicated” was one
of the most played songs on the radio
and her debut album, “Let Go,” sold
more than 4.1 million copies.
This Canadian pop/punk princess
reign in the music charts is due largely
to originality.
“I think that Avril Lavigne was so
popular because she has a great voice
and writes her own songs,” SIUE
freshman Tom Rowane said.
The music scene was looking
pretty bleak with its neatly packaged
boy bands and navel-bearing teen
divas. That is, until garage rock
returned to the spotlight.
Bands like The Strokes, The White
Stripes, The Hives and The Vines, who
were virtually unknown a couple of
years ago, are all over the radio and
television.
Their music is slightly reminiscent
of '70s punk, but all of the bands have
their own unique styles, making them
popular with listeners and critics alike.
St. Louis' Nelly had major hits last
year like “Dilem m a” and “Hot in
Herre,” which Rolling Stone Magazine
declared to be the “party song of the
year.”
His album, “Nellyville,” sold more
than 8 million copies and has garnered
five Grammy Award nominations.
Even N elly’s fashion sense is

being copied. Not since Michael
Jackson frequently wore them on his
fingers have Band-Aids been so
popular. Nelly prefers to wear one on
his cheek.
There were many profitable
movies released in 2002, one of them
being “Harry Potter and the Chamber
of Secrets.”
The film, a follow-up to "Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone,” was
released Nov. 15 and grossed more than
$88 million in its opening weekend. It
has since grossed more than $250
million.
One reason the film was so big was
because it appealed to a large audience.
Little kids were not the only ones going
to see it, but there were people of all
ages wanting to see the second
installment.
Another movie that was a smash
hit was “Spider-Man.”
Based on the popular comic book
series, “Spider-Man” was the No. 1
movie of the year, raking in a little
more than $400 million.
The film starred Tobey Maguire as
Peter Parker and Spider-Man, Kirsten
Dunst as Mary Jane Watson and
William Dafoe as Norman Osborn and
the Green Goblin.
There are already two more
“Spider-Man” movies in the works.
Cinema’s biggest surprise of the
year was “My Big Fat Greek
Wedding.”
It started out as a one-person play,
starring Nia Vardalos, who wrote the
play and the movie. But with a little
help
from
two
Hollywood
heavyweights, Tom Hanks and Rita
Wilson, the play became a motion
picture.
Word-of-mouth reviews sent more
people to see this cute comedy, which
eventually grossed close to $230
million.
It seemed like television was
dominated in 2002 by two reality
shows: MTV's "The Osbournes” and
“American Idol.”
With their hilarious antics and
bleeped out conversations, The
Osbourne family, consisting of father
Ozzy, mother Sharon, and children
Kelly and Jack, had M TV’s most
popular show last year.
The show even won an Emmy for
Outstanding
Nonfiction
Reality
Program.
The other reality show, “American
Idol,” was a mixture o f reality

Kelly Clarkson from “Am erican Idol. ”

Rap bad boy, Eminem, seen here on his
‘Marshall Mathers L P ’ album.

television and a game show. Every week
contestants sang a song, received
sometimes brutal criticism from the
three judges, Paula Abdul, Simon
Cowell and Randy Jackson, and then
viewers called in votes on who should
stay and who should get the boot.
Twenty-two million people tuned in
to watch the show's finale in which
Kelly Clarkson beat Justin Guarini to
receive a major recording contract as her
prize.
An old show had a ratings
resurgence thanks to smart writing and
impeccable acting.
“Friends” has been on the air for
nine years and the actors are more
popular than ever. It won an Emmy for
Best Comedy Series and Jennifer
Aniston won the coveted Lead Actress in
a Comedy Series award.
Freshman Michael Robinson said,
“I believe they (“Friends”) have run this
long because each character has a
separate personality where almost every
type of person in existence can relate to
one of them.”
Hopefully 2003 will have plenty of
albums, movies and television shows to
keep even the hardest to please
entertained.
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M TV ’s The Osbourne's follow ed the life o f rock
legend O zzy Osbourne and his family.

Lifestyle welcomes new and returning students
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‘25th Hour’ suspense freezes time
Spike Lee's new movie follows a criminal through adversity and growth.
A

ndrew

T

he
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L antern

(U-W IRE) C O LU M BU S,
Ohio. Spike Lee offers his fans
som ething different with the
release of his latest m ovie “25th
Hour.” The movie follows the
steps of a soon-to-be convict
during his last day of freedom
before serving a prison sentence.
The new dram a starring
Edward Norton is a m ovie about
reflection not only reflection on
Monty Brogan’s (Norton) past,
leading to present time, but also
reflection on our nation’s recent
history. Camera shots o f ground
zero and the awe-inspiring lights
projecting skyward where the
World Trade Center towers once
stood are such examples.
The
thought-provoking
script and images make for an
enjoyable experience w hile
reminding the audience of the
realities that still exist in the
world.
Monty is a day away from
going to prison for seven years
on drug dealing charges. Though

a crim inal, M onty is both
intelligent and compassionate.
His
com passion
is
first
recognized in the opening scene,
when Monty saves a beaten dog
from death and takes him in as
his own.
M onty m aintains a calm
disposition
throughout
the
m ajority
of
the
film ,
occasionally show ing some
anxieties of what may happen to
him in prison. The plot revolves
around Monty taking the day to
reflect on his past and spending
a few precious hours with those
who are important to him.
When Monty was arrested,
he and his girlfriend Naturelle
Rivera (Rosario Dawson) were
living
in
his
M anhattan
apartm ent, where the Drug
Enforcement Agency discovers
a large quantity of drugs and
money stashed away. Naturelle
was present during the arrest,
but was released with no
charges.
Naturelle was one of the
only people to know where the
drugs and money were hidden,

which raises suspicions among
M onty’s friends and form er
colleagues as to whether or not
she blew the whistle on him.
M onty’s lingering doubts cause
him to keep his distance from
her and prove to be an issue as
far as spending his last day with
her.
Despite his troubles, Monty
attem pts to collect happy
memories of those close to him.
He makes plans to meet up with
two o f his childhood friends
Jacob Elinsky (Philip Seymour
Hoffman) and Francis Xavier
(Barry Pepper). The chemistry
between the three adds to the
intensity of the dialogue and the
reality of the movie.
Jacob is an uptight, nervous
man who does not seem to know
how to loosen up. He has
repressed feelings for one of his
students, M ary D ’Annunzio
(Anna Paquin), a sexy 17-yearold who uses her sex appeal in
an attempt to get what she wants
from Jacob. The relationship
between the two adds color to
the plot, illustrating Jacob’s

5
142 N. Main Street * Edwardsville, Illinois 62025 * 618.655.1600

First Euer January Clearance Sale
All Ernie Ball Music Man guitars and basses at least 40% off list price!
All in-stock 2002 model Taylor guitars at clearance sale price!
Tama Rockstar - 5 piece drum set with hardware - sale $629.00!
Last y e a r’s models o f Ibanez guitars & basses - 40% to 50% off!
All Toca hand percussion - 50% off list price!
All 5 string and 6 string basses - 40% to 50% off list price!

battle between his feelings and
professionalism.
Francis and Jacob meet at
Francis’ apartm ent,
which
happens to be adjacent to the
ground zero cleanup, prior to
meeting up with Monty. Francis
is a hardheaded Wall Street whiz
with
a
take-no-prisoners
attitude. He is blunt and not
afraid to say what is on his mind.
He seems to think Monty will
either run away or kill himself
before going to jail.
Nevertheless, he is loyal to
his friend and makes an effort to
be there for him. Pepper’s
delivery of his lines and his
portrayal o f such a callous
character brings life to the film,
especially toward the end.
Before going out to spend
time with friends and associates,
M onty insists on seeing his
father, Jam es Brogan (Brian
Cox). James blames him self for
what has happened to his son.
W hile taking a break from the
conversation with his father,
Monty has a confrontation with
himself in front of the bathroom

mirror. The scene was startling
at first but enlightening as to the
nature of M onty’s character. The
scene was a m ajor turning point,
changing the mood of the movie
instantly.
Monty meets with Francis,
Jacob and Naturelle, and they
spend the evening at a classy
nightclub ow ned by M onty’s
boss. The events throughout the
evening remain unpredictable,
with emotions running high in
all of the characters.
The only problem with the
film is its sluggish pace at
moments toward the end of the
movie. Although the dialogue
and camera shots make up for
any shortcomings in the film,
M onty’s reflections of his past —
for example, the first time he
met Naturelle help to show how
things come about and change
over time. Shots o f the American
flag and the different people in
New York C ity force the
audience to reflect on events that
took place Sept. 11, 2001, and
the events taking place in the
world right now.

Tutors Needed at Florissant Valley
Community College

$12.46 Hour
Biology
Anatomy and Physiology
Chemistry
Engineering
Mathematics
History

Monday-Friday, 8 a.m .-2 p.m.
M onday-Thursday, 5 p.m .-9 p.m.
Send Resume to Gwen Nixon, St. Louis Community College,
3400 Pershall Rd„ St. Louis, MO 63135

Ibanez effects pedals on sale - 50% off list price!
All American made Ovations at least 40% off...
some even at 50% off list price!

Affordable Auto Insurance
• SR-22
• M onthly installm ents
• Local Agent

Motorcycle and renter’s
insurance available, too.
Call Kelley Middleton or
Cole Hunter Today!

Cassens Insurance Agency
400 St. Louis Street • Edwardsville

656-6074
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textbook delivery
a tb n .c o m !
Over 300,000 New and USED textbooks
FREE shipping on 2 or more items
KjL

Convenient Online Book Buyback Program
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BARMES&HOBLE®
www.bn.com

Restrictions apply. Offer subject to change. Visit «mw.bn.com for details.
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Coming up

Sports Quote o f the Day

b asketball team s will
b St. J o sep h ’s
tfrsday a t the
enter. Game
e w om en ’s team
p.m. and the
m e n ’s team will
ta k e th e flo o r
7 p.m.

“I f you a g ^ f aught on a golf
course diuing a storm and are
afraid o f tightening, hold up
a 1-iron. N ^ tleve n God
can hitM 1 -n W t

K * *
~ Lee Ire

Wrestling team keeps busy over break from school
Two
Cougars
earn
national
rankings
H

eather

K

lotz

S p o r t s S t r in g e r

While SIUE students were
enjoying a break from school, the
wrestling team filled the time
with practices and a couple of
meets away from home.
For two Cougar wrestlers,
the extra work has paid off with
the recent posting of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Division II national rankings.
Junior Aaron W iens is
ranked No. 6 nationally in the
heavyweight division. He is
joined by Zach Stephens, a
senior, who is ranked seventh
nationally in the 174-pound
division.
“Both players have been
wrestling good,” head coach
Booker Benford said. “It is
motivating for the guys to be part
of a team that has not one but two
ranked wrestlers.”

A u b re y W r ia a m s /A le s tle

S e n io r 1 7 4 -p o u n d e r Z a ch S te p h e n s is ranked s e v e n th in the
m o s t re c e n t N C A A D ivis io n II n a tio n a l poll.

Wiens is enjoying the
recognition for all the hard work.
“It is nice to get your name in
the bright lights,” Wiens said.
“I ’ll just keep practicing to make
sure the rankings are true.”
While Wiens and Stephens
were wrestling their way to
national rankings, the team
compiled a record of 2-4. The
Cougars began the season well,
wrestling to a 2-0 start after
defeating
M issouri
Baptist
College 25-14 and Illinois
College 36-9.
From there, SIUE chalked up

two losses against Division I foes,
the University of Illinois 48-3 and
Purdue University 31-0.
While wrestling Division I
schools won’t help the Cougars’
record, many wrestlers believe it
does
give
them
valuable
experience.
“A better record would be
nice, but the chance to test your
skills against top-ranked players
makes the losses easier to
handle,” Wiens said. “You don’t
have to wonder how you’d do,
you know.”
SIUE’s other losses came

against
Northern
Illinois
University 48-3 and Wabash
College 24-21.
“We should have beat
Wabash,” Benford said. “It was
close anyway, and the match was
given to them through forfeits we
had to make because of injuries.”
Injuries have played a
significant role in many of the
team’s losses.
“We have been wrestling as a
broken team.” Benford said. “At
one point we only had seven guys
who could go for us. There came
a point where I didn’t want to turn
around in practice to see who was
hurt next.”
Even with the injuries, the
team wrestled well at the
Midwest Classic in Indianapolis,
placing 13th out of the 17 teams.
The Cougars were led by
Wiens and Stephens, who both
finished in the top three.
Wiens placed second in the
heavyweight division with a 2-0
loss in the championship match
against
Jamie
Salazar
of
Manchester College.
Stephens also wrestled well,
finishing third at 174 pounds by
defeating Aaron Johnson of the
University of Indianapolis 4-1.
The Cougars finished up
their break schedule by wrestling
in the Roger Denker Open in
Warrensburg, M o., a tough

tournament that will be used “as a
fine tuning for the second part of
the season,”
according to
Benford.
Stephens placed second,
losing a 10-4 decision to
University of M issouri’s Ben
Askren in
the
174-pound
championship match.
Stephens took three hardfought victories before making it
to the finals. Stephens defeated
Quinton H unter of Missouri
Baptist College 11-4, UM’s J.C.
Russell 3-2 and Central Missouri
State University’s Brett Barbarick
3-2.
Two other Cougars finished
among the top six in their
respective
weight
classes.
Freshman Joe Rujawitz took
fourth at 149 pounds while
sophomore Joe Monegro placed
sixth at 157 pounds.
Rujawitz lost in the second
round to O klahom a’s Danny
Ruberstein 3-2 but worked his
way back up the bracket.
Monegro fell to eventual
runner-up Jon Sioredes of UM.
Sioredes defeated Monegro 4-1.
Monegro ended up in sixth,
falling to Missouri Baptist’s Will
Riffe 14-2.
The Cougars will be in action
again at 7 p.m. Wednesday
against Missouri Valley College
in Marshall, Mo.

Women’s basketball struggles in GLVC contests
Cougars
take
two losses
on the road
A m y G rant
A

s s is t a n t

S p o r t s E d it o r

The way the w om en’s
basketball team has played over
the break might best be summed
up in one word: inconsistent.
SIUE never rose above
fourth place-in the Great Lakes
Valley Conference and was
unable to put together more than
three wins in a row.
The Cougars went 4-4 over
the break with three of their four
losses determined by fewer than

A u b re y W illia m s /A le s tle

S e n io r fo rw a rd R u th K ip p in g dribb les a ro u n d a d e fe nde r in a
hom e co n te st. S h e a ve ra ge s 2 1 .9 p o in ts p e r g a m e .

10 points.
“At a 5-6 (overall) record,
I’m not particularly happy with
where the team stands right
now,” head coach Wendy
Hedberg said. “W e’ve been
struggling the past few weeks
with our defense and rebounding
in particular.”
SIUE began its break
schedule of games with two wins
against
non-conference
opponents, the University of
M issouri-Rolla 64-60 and the
University of Illinois-Springfield
91-57.
Next, SIUE participated in
the
GLVC-Great
Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
Challenge Dec. 28 and 29.
Senior
forward
Ruth
Kipping recorded her third
double-double of the season in
SIUE's first round game, but it
wasn’t enough to lead the team

past Ferris State University.
Kipping went 9-for-13 in
shots from the line with 10
rebounds and 23 points.
Junior guard LaKesha Cole
also finished with 14 points.
SIUE took on Northwood
University in its second game of
the tournament.
Kipping recorded her second
consecutive and fourth overall
double-double with 12 rebounds
and 20 points, this time helping
her team to a 77-64 win.
SIUE started the new year
off at home with a 75-69 loss
against GLVC opponent, the
University o f Missouri-St. Louis
Jan. 2.
SIUE took a close win Jan. 4
against the
University
of
Southern Indiana.
SIUE
kept
the
lead
throughout the first half and the
see WOMEN’S, page 11
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Cougars move to 6-7 overall
T
A

r a v is

s s is t a n t

L. R

oss

S p o r t s E d it o r

A fter starting the season
with a frustrating 1-5 record, the
SIUE m en’s basketball team
bounced back over the break
winning five of seven games
and moving up to ninth in the
Great Lakes Valley Conference
ranks.
“Even though we were one
and five, I thought we played
some good basketball during our
losing stretch,” head coach Marty
Simmons said. “During that
stretch we just didn’t make plays
in the end.”
A five-game, mid-December
homestand seemed to be just
what the Cougars needed to get
the team on the winning track.
SIUE
kicked
o ff
the
homestand with an 82-72 victory
over the G reenville College
Panthers. The Cougars rolled on
to defeat the Monmouth College
Fighting Scots 66-51, the
Oakland City University Mighty
Oaks 68-66 and GLVC opponent
University of Missouri-St. Louis
Rivermen 61-51 before falling
to the University of Southern
Indiana
Scream ing
Eagles
90-77 in another conference
matchup.
The Cougars hit the road for
two games, slipping past the
Bellarmine University Knights
65-62 and then losing to the
Northern Kentucky University

A u b rey W

i l u a m s /A l e s t l e

S IU E head coach M a rty Sim m ons has his Cougars a t 6-7 on
the season, and is lo oking for a way to keep his team winning.

Norse 77-63.
In those seven games the
Cougars were led by senior
forward
Ron Heflin
who
averaged 4.5 rebounds per game
and 16.6 points per game while
the team improved its record to
6-7 overall and 2-5 in the GLVC.
“Ron (Heflin) has stepped
up his play,” Simmons said.
“With injuries he has had to play
a lot of inside for us. He is very

èasfeetball
Registration deadline
Tuesday. January 21

Tournament Begins
Tuesday. Jan 28

Entry Fee: $20.00
Captains Meeting

Thursday, January 23 at 4:30
VC room 2001

good at getting inside baskets
and he has been getting to the
free throw line.”
The Cougars haven’t lost
back-to-back
games
since
dropping four in a row early in
the season.
SIUE will look to keep the
ball rolling when they square off
against the St. Joseph’s College
Pumas at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in
the Vadalabene Center.

WOMEN’S ------from page 10
majority of the second before
USI tied the game 51-51 with 58
seconds remaining.
Cole gave the Cougars the
lead and win, 53-51 on a jumper
with under a second left in the
game.
“Behind Ruth we have a
variety of players that have stood
out in individual gam es,”
Hedberg said. “Game to game
it’s always a little different.”
SIUE played another close
match
against
Bellarmine
University but came out on the
losing end Thursday night.
The two teams exchanged
leads six times in the second half
before Kipping tied the game on
a free throw 66-66 with 1:13
remaining to send the game into
overtime.
SIUE jumped out to an early
lead, but Bellarmine took control
and won the game 76-75 despite
Kipping’s last second three-point
shot that put SIUE within one
point.
Kipping finished the game
with 13 rebounds and 32 points
for her fifth double-double of the
season.
SIUE ended break on a sour
note with a loss against Northern

Kentucky University. NKU is
currently ranked No. 23 in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association
Division
II
basketball.
Kipping was SIUE’s only
player with points in the double
figures, recording three rebounds
and 12 points.
Junior guard Jessica Robert
finished behind Kipping with
nine points and led the team with
six rebounds, six assists and
three steals.
The loss dropped the
Cougars to below .500 with an
overall record o f 6-7 and a
record of 3-4 against conference
opponents.
Hedberg said the team has
been shooting the ball well, with
the exception of their last game,
but still thinks there is room for
improvement.
“I’d like to see a better
shooting effort,” Hedberg said.
“We’re basically ju st trading
baskets with teams right now.”
SIUE will play host to St.
Joseph’s College at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday and the University of
W isconsin-Parkside at 1 p.m.
Saturday at the Vadalabene
Center.
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Registration deadline

Tuesday. January

Tuesday. January 21
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Tournament bepnsS|§|
Wednesday, Janu^gjp 9
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Thursday. January 23 at 4:30

Thursday, January 23 at 4:30 in the VC
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March 7th-15th
$150 for S tu den ts
$22 O for F a c u lty /S ta ff/A lu m n i'^ ^ M r ^
$235 for G u e sts

7 a . m . - 2 : 3 0 p.rr i.

RSVP by Wed., Jan 22nd
Free for studerits
$5.00 for Faculty, Stal f, Alumni
For mor information call 650-BFIT or 650-3707
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SPRING I f i i i K TRIP
BiG BrN NATIONAL PARK

Sunday, January 26th
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30‘

Entry. Fee: $20.00

Entry Fee: $25.00
Captain's Meeting

Eagle Watch
On tne Mississippi

P age 1 1 ♦

e

Reservation and $50 deposit due
February 12th

#3*4.
1

Final Payment Due

T/l/l

Pre-Trip Meeting Thursday

February 2£>th

^ J j ^ ^ ^ F e b . 13th a t 4 :3 0 in VC room 2001
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HELP WANTED

PERSONALS

Babysitter needed for 3yr. old. Noon4pm M - F near campus. Transportation
and verifiable references required.
Call 6 1 8 -6 5 5 -9 9 2 5
1/28/03

Congratulations to the new staff
officers of Alpha Sigma Taul Tau love
and mine, Katie
1/14/03

Get paid to play!
Teacher needs
person with experience with children to
care for one and three year old in our
home. Afternoons 3-4 days per week.
Close to campus.
Fun kids, teacher
schedule. Non-smoking home call for
interview 692-4429.
1/23/03

"Even a stopped clock is right twice a
day." -Proverb
l/ 1 4/03

FOR RENT
2 Bedroom
Townhouse.
Own
bedroom.
Quiet, $ 2 0 0 plus 1/2
utilities. 5 6 7 -8 0 6 0
1/14/03

Bartender Trainees Needed. $ 2 5 0 a
day
potential
Local
positions.
1-80 0-2 93 -3 985 X 2 5 5
1/14/03

U tp :// www.tlieaie5tle.c0n

WANTED

Enjoy T ak in g

Someone to deliver

Pictures?
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Tue sda y, J a n u a ry

Celebrity Spring Break brought to you
by StudentCily.com!
Book now and
save up to $ 1 0 0 on all International
trips. Party like a rock star with M A X IM
magazine and Jackass's Steve-O. Call
1 -8 0 0 -2 9 3 -1 4 4 5 for details, email
sales@studentcity.com or book online at
www.studentcily.com.
2/13/03
Term Papers, resumes or other typing
needs? Call WordPro 345-85871/23/03

f i LE ST L E
is looking for copy editors...
iLyou’re interested, see Editor in Chief
JCaren Johnson at the Alestle office on
the second flporof Morris University C e n te r

...
1989 Toyota Corolla. 5-Speed. Good
condition $1300 Best offer 618-254-1708
1/16/03

or call

LC -

6 5 0 -3 5 3 0

rftolljiwood ★

RESUME

£

14. 2003 ♦

656-8266

6 5 0 -3 5 2 8

For more information
call 6 5 0 -3 5 3 0

is looking
for
writers

)
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Busy Bee
| Copy Service

*

|

(6 1 8 )6 5 6 -7 1 5 5

|

£

311 North Main Street
Edwardsville, IL 6 2 0 2 5
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Located on 1 5 9 in front of Walm art

Purchase a lotion $25 or more
& get 3 FREE TANS!
*Only to be used at Glen Carbon location,
www,hollywoodtanco.com

Know your world...
Read The Alestle
m

•

•
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,

...........

... .

„„

If you're interested
Editor in Chief Daniel Td
at the Alestle office ew
the second floor of
Morris University Center,

m

In h e r e , it's a lw a y s Friday.
If you have experience...
We have the experience of
A lifetime for you!
Great Food!
Great Drinks!
Great Schedules!
Great Benefits!
Great Pay!
Great Place to Work!
We have several positions
Open for Servers, Greeters
and Bartenders. Join the
fun by applying in person
any day 2-4 PM
TGI FRIDAY'S
529 CHESTNUT ST.
D O W N T O W N ST LOUIS
(314) 241-8443

n
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One of the LARGEST selections of USED BOOKS!
Shop online at ecampus.com 24 hours a day!
Shipping right to your door!
No lines, no hassles!
Guaranteed low prices!
Also find DVD's, CD's college &greek apparel,
laptops, at prices lower than your college
bookstore!

Books and Stuff. Cheap.
C all Toll Free 1.877.ecam pus or visit u s online at http://www.ecampus.com.
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